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4. Rationale: In large cohort studies, it can be expensive for obtaining expensive covariate information on all members in the entire cohort. In order to reduce cost, the case-cohort study design was proposed by Prentice (1986). In such design, a random sample from the full cohort,
namely subcohort, is selected via simple random sampling, then all subjects having events of interest outside this subcohort are sampled. In many cohort studies, the number of cases can be large, because the event is relatively common, the cohort size is large, or the follow-up duration is long. Under the situation, it is not feasible to collect expensive covariate information on all cases. Instead of collecting exposure information from all cases, a generalized case-cohort design was proposed where only a fraction of the nonsubcohort cases were sampled for exposure assessment.

Many methods have been proposed for analyzing generalized case-cohort data under the proportional hazards model with survival outcomes. However, statistical methods for generalized case-cohort data with competing risks outcomes have not been studied. Competing risk often occurs in the analysis of survival data. A competing risk is an event whose occurrence precludes the occurrence of the primary event of interest. For example, time to diabetes and time to death are competing risks. If subjects die before having the event of diabetes, time to diabetes cannot be observed. In this research, we propose a subdistribution hazards model to analyze competing risks data for generalized case-cohort studies.

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:

How can we analyze the competing risks data under the generalized case-cohort study?

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

We would like to apply the proposed subdistribution hazards model for generalized case-cohort designs to the ARIC data. In the paper of Duncan et al (2003), they examined the association of low-grade systemic inflammation with diabetes and the data was based on a generalized case-cohort design from the ARIC study. They fitted weighted proportional hazards model for diabetes and inflammation (IL-6, CRP, Oromucoid, Sialic acid) after adjusting age, center, sex, ethnicity, parental history of diabetes, hypertension, BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, fasting glucose, and fasting insulin.

To apply our method to ARIC data, we need three more variables including time to death, death indicator, and cause of deaths in addition to a generalized case-cohort data from the ARIC study. Then diabetes and death are competing risks.

Study design: Using a generalized case cohort data with competing risks (diabetes and death) from ARIC study, we will fit the proposed subdistribution hazards model for a generalized case-cohort design to examine the association between competing risks outcomes (diabetes/death) and inflation marker.

Inclusion/exclusion: We will use same inclusion/exclusion criteria with Duncan et al. (2003). They excluded 2,018 participants with prevalent diabetes, 95 members of minority ethnic groups
with small numbers, 853 not returning to any follow-up visit, 26 having no valid diabetes determination at follow-ups, 7 with restrictions on stored plasma use, 12 with missing baseline anthropometrics, and 2,506 participants in previous ARIC case-control studies involving cardiovascular disease for whom stored plasma was either previously exhausted or held in reserve. This resulted in a final sample of 10,275 individuals.

**Outcome:**

a) time to death
b) time to diabetes defined as diabetes on the basis of 1) a reported physician diagnosis, 2) use of antidiabetes medications, 3) a fasting ($\geq 8$ h) glucose $\geq 7.0$ mmol/l, or 4) a nonfasting glucose of $\geq 11.1$ mmol/l.
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